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All members for whom we have an e-mail address
have been sent a notice from the Secretary, Mr.
Nusair. Please respond to the notice as soon as
possible. The Notice asks (a) if you have access
to the Web, and if so (b) do you wish to continue
to receive The Levant by mail or just via our
Website. Members without Web access will con-
tinue to receive the journal by post. If we do not
have your e-mail address or you do not use e-
mail. please send your response by post or e-mail
to Mr. Emirmahmutoglu (Turkey), Mr. Fulford
(UK), or Mr. Nusair (US/Canada). 
            Contact information on p. 54
 

  

             from the Tatham article

             From  the  President  ....... 
       Annual Meeting of ONEPS, at BALPEX
            Saturday 5 September, 2015.

Attendance: Members – A. Al-Manaseer,
G.Brown, O. Graf, D. Heller, R. Stuchell;   Guest
– Jeff Levan  ( later became a new member )

The Levant – We discussed the project of
making The Levant an on-line journal, available
from our website.  It was decided to go for-
ward, keeping a paper version for those with-
out web access. Marisa Galitz, our webmaster,
will undertake the project starting in  October. 
She will work closely with our Editor, Richard
Rose. Quite a few societies have already
posted their journals on-line, so we may be
able to benefit from their experience.
                .... continued on page 56 ....

    Membership Dues Payable by 
  December. See page 54 for details.    

               from the Diffen article
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The Australian Military Campaign at Gallipoli in 1915
Gary Diffen

The 100th Anniversary of the Gallipoli Campaign provides an opportunity to reflect on the
exploits of a young Australian nation. My grandfather, Lieutenant Norman Tutton fought through-
out the conflict and, given my postal history interest, I have avidly collected this field over a number
of years.

My grandfather’s story is typical of the time. He had just turned 21 when WWI broke out in
August 1914. On the day that war was announced, he joined up at Victoria Barracks in Melbourne.
Embarking on the troopship A20 Horata, they left  on 1 November 1914 where he wrote his last
letter to his mother. Arriving in Egypt a month later, they trained in the desert until being shipped to
Gallipoli. During this time he wrote a number of postcards to his family, especially his five siblings.
This is the only correspondence that our family has of the period leading up the Dardanelles con-
flict.

          Lt. Tutton landed in the second wave at 9:00 am on the morning of
25 April 1915. By that time, the Turks were gathering reinforcements to
defend their homeland and there was continuous rifle fire which killed 
many of the troops who were landing. My grandfather’s best mate, Pvt
Ray Wasley, was killed beside him when they landed at ANZAC Cove.
He survived this campaign, was wounded twice at the Western Front,
gassed within an inch of his life in August 1918, and then returned home
to Australia. Figure 1 is a studio photograph of my grandfather when he
was admitted to hospital in England in 1917 with a severe wound to his
right leg which took six months to heal. My grandfather was one of the
lucky ones; at least he made it home mostly in one piece.

Deployment of Australian troops to the staging point at Lemnos Island
The Greek government offered the British

the use of a number of small islands close to the
Turkish coast as a staging point for the Gallipoli
conflict. The Australian 3rd Infantry Brigade was
selected to embark on Lemnos Island. On 28 Feb-
ruary 1915, it left Mena Camp [Egypt] to prepare
the headquarters for the reception of the main force
of troops. Photographs of the Australian troops at
Lemnos are surprisingly scarce. Figure 2 is a
scarce real life picture postcard of the “Australian
Camp at Lemnos 1915” showing a series of tents.
In the foreground are a number of horses which
were used to transport the artillery on the Penin-
sula.

The Landing at Gallipoli
The Australian 1st Division was given the task of effecting the first landing at Gallipoli on

25 April with the 3rd Infantry Brigade forming the first spearhead at 4:30 am. The 1st and 2nd In-
fantry Brigades landed shortly thereafter. The planned landing on the gentle plateau of Brighton
Beach went awry, and the Australians landed on much hillier terrain two kilometres north which
became known as ANZAC Cove. The challenging ground impeded the Australians’ progress and the
Turks fought valiantly to defend their homeland.
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The initial targets  were never reached and the Australians were forced to dig in. By 28
April, the beach head was only 2.5 km long and 1 km wide. A roll call on 30 April revealed that
4,931 soldiers from the Australian 1st Division had been killed.

Amid the confusion, there was no thought of
mail in or out of Gallipoli. There are a number of
photographs available illustrating the landing at
Gallipoli. Many were published as  real life postcards
and sold to an enthusiastic public in Britain and
Australia. Figure 3 is an original photograph entitled
on the reverse, “Landing a part of Transport”. The
landing lighters are numbered “A12” indicating they
were from the troopship Saldanha from the initial
landing.

Establishment of postal facilities: the first post office at Plugge’s Plateau
 By the third week after the landing, the first functional Australian Field Post Office was

located at Plugge’s Plateau in a sheltered area which provided cover for the troops and stores.
Various formations used this Field Post Office as they came into the “line”. It is known that the 1st
and 3rd Australian Infantry Brigades used it, and others could have done so as well

Datestamps brought from Egypt
The Infantry Brigade and Light Horse datestamps that were used during the training in Egypt

were brought to Gallipoli to process the mail from the soldiers. The 1st Australian Div. datestamp
was used at the Advanced Base Post Office on the beach. Owing to the congestion caused by so
many troops in small areas, mail was posted at the nearest field post office, which was not
necessarily the office attached to particular units in the vicinity.

Figure 4 is a picture postcard headed “Gallipoli, Turkey” with the “3rd AUST. INF. BDE.
FIELD PO” cds dated 29 October 1915.
This is an example of one of the dozen
datestamps used at Gallipoli. In
addition, there is a boxed British censor
“PASSED BY/ No. 2213/ CENSOR”
cachet, unusually in blue, allocated to
the 10th Infantry Battalion. Most of the
Australian mail processed at Gallipoli
was censored by the Australian Military
Postal Service with censor handstamps
such as this allocated by the British.
The writer of the card, whose name is
Jack, signs off with, “from a Friend in
the Trenches”.
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Mail addressed to soldiers at Gallipoli
Mail addressed specifically to soldiers at Gallipoli is quite rare, with only a handful of

examples known. Virtually all the envelopes recorded are addressed to a soldier as “A.I.F. Abroad”.
Directly stating “Gallipoli” contravened the military censors, hence the rarity of such items.

An envelope which  contravenes military censorship is illustrated  at Figure 5. It  was
addressed to “Sapper Donald C. Stewart, 2nd Field
Coy. Engineers, 4th Section, 1st Division, A.I.F.,
Gallipoli Peninsula”. Many soldiers transferred from
one unit to another. Given the casualty rates, many
letters were sent home as undelivered. New
reinforcements were arriving almost daily. These
were just some of the obstacles that a struggling
postal corporal had to contend with. The cachets on
the envelope illustrate the efforts that the military
postal officials went to in delivering mail to soldiers
at the front.

Military cachets
Although the Australians produced a number of military censorship cachets in Egypt, none

were thought to have been used at Gallipoli until the recent discovery of the Captain Milne
Correspondence. Edmund Milne enlisted as a lieutenant in the Australian Imperial Force from
Harden, New South Wales, and raised the 1st Railway Supply Detachment which embarked for
Egypt in December 1914. He was promoted to Captain in March 1915 and appointed the railway
transport officer in Cairo in May. His detachment was sent to Gallipoli to operate a light railway
intended to connect inland positions with the beach, but the short length of track laid along the
foreshore never operated.

Milne’s unit was employed in off-loading
and distributing water, rations and medical
comforts. The envelope in Figure 6 is cancelled by
the 1st Division Field Post Office cds dated 23 July
1915 and has an “On Active Service/ No Stamps
Available/ RAILWAY SUPPLY DETACHMENT/
A.S.C.” cachet in red. Only two examples are
recorded, both from this correspondence.  Although
detailed works have been written in this area by
Bob Emery and John Firebrace, there are still
envelopes and correspondences that have not been
seen by the philatelic community.

The shortage of writing materials
The landing at Gallipoli presented major problems for the soldiers writing home. When the

troops landed at ANZAC Cove on 25 April 1915, they discarded their packs as they climbed the hills
to fight the Turks. By the end of the third week, the Australians had established their positions
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sufficiently to think of writing home. However, their packs, which contained their envelopes and
writing paper, were never recovered.

Besides the intermittent issue of Field  Service Postcards, there was no paper available to
write letters home. “Necessity is the mother of all invention” and, as early as May 1915, soldiers
began to cut cigarette and chocolate cartons, ammunition boxes etc. into postcards and write on the
reverse to loved ones in Australia. Other inventive writing materials included sheets of paper folded
up into letter form; even tiny cigarette boxes were utilised to send messages home. The recorded
usage of these hand-made items is from late May to early August 1915.

From a collecting perspective, this is one of the most evocative and challenging areas of the
whole campaign. I have selected my three favourite items to illustrate the inventiveness of the
Australian soldiers.

Ammunition boxes cut to form postcards
Ammunition boxes cut to form postcards are the most common forms of “home made

postcards” encountered and make up the majority of  examples.  It is now estimated the there are 
probably 60 or 70 cards and envelopes in existence.

An example of an ammunition box cut to
produce a postcard is illustrated at Figure 7 with
the 1st Australian Div. Field PO cds of 16 June
1915. The card was written by Lt. Rupert Moon
of the 4th Light Horse Regiment who was
awarded the Victoria Cross for bravery at
Bullecourt in France in 1917. The card reads:
“Am going strong & am in best of health and
spirits. Have had three weeks in the trenches &
we are out spelling now. Have not been hit by
any bullets or shells yet, but have had them

quite close enough. The enemy are not bad shots, but not much otherwise, & I reckon we’ll lick them
in quick time.”

This message is typical of the soldiers fighting at Gallipoli. They all thought they would be
marching on to Constantinople in a matter of weeks.

The “Shrapnel Pellet” postcard
Of all the covers I have ever collected, 

this is still my favourite. The text was written on
the reverse of the “Special Crown” Virginia
Cigarettes  carton which was cut down to form a
postcard. The message  (see Figure 8) provides
great insight into the dangerous conditions
experienced by the soldiers at Gallipoli. In the
centre of the card are some horizontal lines
showing how Pvt. James Smith was interrupted
and scared whilst writing it.
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He writes: Dear Flo, Just a few lines to let you know I am O.K. I hope you are all well in
Banksia. I have not received any letter from you yet and I have only received one from home. I hope
you will excuse this card but a shrapnel pellet has just gone through it. It is like hell with the gate
open here sometimes. I have no more time so I remain Jim.”

This is arguably the most significant postcard written at Gallipoli and a pinnacle of postal and
social history. If you place your hand in a writing position over the top of the card,  you can see how
close the shrapnel pellet came to piercing his hand and invaliding Pvt Smith to hospital. He was
subsequently wounded in France and repatriated back to Australia on 8 August 1916.

Cigarette box “cards”
Some of the most nostalgic items used during the shortage of

writing materials were the small cigarette boxes which were posted
during the campaign. As opposed to the 40 in a pack nowadays, most
cigarette boxes of the time contained only five smokes. Illustrated at
Figure 9 is a Pinewood cigarette box where all the available space
inside is written on and addressed to South Australia, as are all the four
recorded examples. Part of the message reads: “I hope you will excuse
this funny letter but we have no writing paper here. We are getting
along tip top up to date.”
Figure 10 shows another
cigarette box folded to
its original size and
cancelled by the 3rd
Light Horse Field PO cds
of 24 June 1915 and
addressed to South
Australia. It shows just
how small these cigarette
boxes were when sent
through the post.

Soldiers killed in action
With the high rate of casualties at Gallipoli, the army was responsible for returning the

kitbags of the soldiers who were killed in action to their next of kin. A special “packet” postage rate
was established and authorised by the Postmaster-General to return these items in sealed condition
back to the families of the deceased.

Figure 11 is a registered OHMS “DECEASED “OTHER
RANKS” KITS” parcel tag with a private address label on the
reverse franked by a Second Watermark 1/- Green kangaroo and
cancelled by the Registered Melbourne cds dated 27 March
1916. This parcel tag was attached to the kitbag of Pvt. James
Till of the 16th Infantry Battalion who was killed in action on 10
May 1915. See color version on front cover.
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The evacuation

Identification of mail from the troops
arriving back from Lemnos Island can be
quite difficult. Most people confuse these
items with troopship mail to Egypt. When I
first looked at the card in Figure 12. I could
not find any reference to Convoy information
about the troopship Caledonia. I had an
earlier postcard mailed from Gallipoli that
was written by Archie Garlick, who also
wrote this item, and could not work out how
this troopship fitted in. And then the light
went on …

This postcard of the troopship S.S.
Caledonia is dated 26 December 1915. This ship transported troops from Lemnos Island back to
Alexandria after the evacuation of Gallipoli. It was written by Cpr. Archie Garlick of the 3rd Field
Ambulance to his mother and he writes: “This is the boat I was telling you of in the letter. I had a
very enjoyable trip. Expect to go ashore today, will write again then”.

Mail from Australian prisoners of war in Turkey: Private Reginald Lushington

Mail from the 69 Australian soldiers taken as
prisoners of war in the Gallipoli Campaign is quite
rare. Besides the six envelopes from the Private
Drake Correspondence, envelopes from only two
other soldiers are known. The envelope in Figure 13
is endorsed at the top left “British Prisoner of War”
with Turkish censor handstamps and is addressed to
England. On the reverse, it is endorsed “Pte. R.
Lushington/16th Batt. A.I.F./Ismidt/Constantinople”.

Pvt. Reginald Lushington was part of the 16th Infantry Battalion which landed at ANZAC
Cove at 6:00 pm on the evening of 25 April. The 16th Battalion moved up Monash Valley to support
the 3rd Infantry Brigade who had suffered heavy losses on the first day. They met with the remnants
of the soldiers of the 11th Battalion whose officers had been killed. However, they stated that the
Indian troops were still fighting on their left flank. Capt. William Elston, Capt. Ronald McDonald
and Pvt. Reginald Lushington, who spoke Tamil and Pathan, were ordered to link up with the Indian
soldiers. In the confusion of the darkness, contact was not made with any Indian troops but with
Ottoman soldiers who immediately took the small group prisoner. These were the first prisoners of
war taken at the landing at Gallipoli.
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The Australian submarine AE 2 and Engine Room Artificer (ERA) Peter Fawns
Not many people are aware that Australia

had a submarine at the Dardanelles Campaign.
Two submarines, the AE1 and AE 2, were built
for the Australian Navy in England before being
commissioned and arriving in Australia in mid-
1914. The AE 2, shown at Figure 14, was
despatched with the Second Convoy and towed
behind the troopship A35 Berrima. The
submarine was ordered to breach the Dardanelles
as part of the initial attack on Gallipoli.

At 2:30 am on 25 April, the AE 2 entered
the Dardanelles on the surface. To avoid the spotlights, it was forced to dive through the heavily-
mined strait, evading destruction only by chance. It torpedoed the Ottoman gunboat Peyk-i-Sevket
and for the next four days attacked enemy ships without success. Finally, confronted by the Turkish
torpedo boat Sultanhisar, the AE 2 was abandoned due to mechanical problems and fatally damaged
due to gunfire, but not before she was scuttled and the crew of 37 (23 from Great Britain and 14
Australians) were taken prisoner.

The envelope in Figure 15 is a remarkable
survivor. It is endorsed at the upper right “8284 P.
Fawns E.R.A., Late Submarine A.E. 2, British
Prisoner of War, Angora, Turkey” and has a boxed
Turkish censor handstamp. It is addressed to
England, with a London arrival date of 18 August
1917. This envelope is the only Australian naval
prisoner-of-war envelope recorded from the ill fated
AE 2. Peter Fawns survived his internship and was
repatriated back to England on Christmas Eve 1918.

Collecting postal and social history from the Gallipoli Campaign

These postcards, letters and envelopes, and messages from the troops form a kaleidoscope
of material enriching our understanding of the soldiers who fought for Australia in WWI. With
internet access to the Australian War Memorial and the National Archives of Australia, it is
relatively easy to research the histories of the individuals who wrote the messages home to their
loved ones. For me, it is almost a pilgrimage to my grandfather’s involvement at Gallipoli and a stark
reminder of what he fought for.

Reprinted from Spink Insider, issue 21 (Spring 2015) by permission of the author, and Mr. Philip
Skingley, editor of Spink Insider
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The Postal Stationery of Eastern Rumelia and South Bulgaria
    Bill Tatham       <   bill@williamtatham.com   >

In this article, I provide the historical context of Eastern Rumelia and South Bulgaria,
followed by a discussion of the various issues of postal stationery, with an updated listing.  Only
postal cards and message-reply cards were issued.

Eastern Rumelia  lasted from 1878 until de facto unification with Bulgaria in late September
1885.  It was established after the 10th Russo-Turkish war of 1877-78 was ended by the Treaty of
Berlin, according to which the region was made an autonomous province of the Ottoman Empire. 
The Sultan was to appoint the governor, who must be a Christian.  The Ottoman army could only
enter the province at the request of the Christian governor.  Russia controlled the province from 9
October 1878 until 18 May 1879, however the Russian postal system continued to operate until the
first stamps of Eastern Rumelia were issued, and their cancels were in use for a time after that.

I have followed the Michel catalogue numbers, and added  a capital letter to identify new
entries.

EASTERN RUMELIA

The Provisional Postal Card
The first card printed in black on buff cardstock and came

out 11 months prior to the issuance of stamps or regular postal
stationery, per a circular dated January 19, 1880 (note 1) sent to
the major post offices in the district. It indicated that they were
to charge 15 paras not the 10 paras as printed on each side of the
card.  This card was not to UPU specifications as it is entirely in
Cyrillic and has a blue double circle with a double horn in the
center placed at the upper right of the card. The face and reverse
are pictured  (fig.1a & 1b).  This is the only card that had any
printing on the back. The card is also known with a “FRANCO” handstamp, normally near the top,

that comes in heights of  5mm and 6mm
in 30mm (fig. 2 top) and 31mm (fig. 2
bottom) lengths, also on thin and thick
papers.  In the listing that follows only
a basic card and a basic “FRANCO”
card will be listed.  This is a great rarity
used.  Only 3 copies are noted in a
recent book (note 2).  Used, both with
and without overprinted  “FRANCO”
copies are known to me. A photo of a
used copy without “FRANCO”
overprint is shown in fig. 3a (for the

face)  and 3b (the reverse)
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Fig. 3

First Regular Issue Postal Cards
All regular issued cards are formula cards with regular postage stamps added by the Post

Office.  The First issue was released on June 11, 1881(note 3) in 3 denominations for the 3 rates of
postage that were established for postal cards.  These were not changed during the life of the district:
           5 paras                    same town/village
        10 paras                     within Eastern Rumelia
        20 paras                     foreign post

There are two types of the formula card,
which I assume (but cannot prove) were spread
over a single plate. (fig, 4):

Type 1 – the second Cyrillic line is 54mm long
and the first letter of the first line is over the
right side of the “B” (bottom card in photo).
Type 2 – The second Cyrillic line is 57mm long
and the first letter of the first line is slightly to
the right of the “B” (top card in photo).

Though these cards were available from June 1881 thru September 1885, their usage rate was
never high for either the First or Second issue of postal stationery.  A unique essay is known (fig. 5).

7 Fig.  5

Postal Cards of the First issue: 
[Michel #, value, description]
2    5 paras               black and olive (fig. 6)
3  10 paras               black and green (fig. 6)
4  20 paras               black and rose (fig. 6) 
5  5 + 5 paras           black/olive message/reply 
6  10 +10 paras        black/green message/reply 
7  20 + 20 paras       black/ rose message/reply 
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Figure 6.  Color version on front cover

Card 5 is shown as a Message card in Fig. 7a, and a
Reply card in Fig. 7b. Cards 6 and 7 are similar except
for the stamp applied.  Some Specimen  overprints are
known.        Figures 7a and 7b below.

Second Issue Postal Cards
In 1884 the Eastern Rumelia stamps were
issued in new colors.  The black was dropped
and they were issued in two similar tints of the
same color.  

It seems that only the 5 para and 10 para single cards were issued; no 20 para single card and
none of the reply cards of the 1884 colors.  During the South Bulgaria period (September 1885) these
previously unissued cards were made up and overprinted with both types of South Bulgaria
overprints.  

Postal Cards of the Second issue: 
[Michel #, value, description]
8a    5 paras     violet/ light violet, perf. 13 ½ 
8b    5 paras       violet/ light violet, perf. 11 ½ (fig. 8 top)
9    10 paras     green/light green (fig. 8 bottom)

However at least one message card without
overprint exists and I have records of another.  These
may just be cards that escaped getting overprinted or
could be very scarce regularly issued cards. This will be
listed as a regular card until more is known about this.
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 It is not listed in Michel, but would appear thus:
9A 10 + 10 paras      green/light green (fig. 9)

SOUTH BULGARIA

South Bulgaria was created by a bloodless
revolution in Plovdiv on 6 September 1885; the régime
lasted until absorbed by Bulgaria a few weeks later. 
The first stamps (and I assume postal cards also) with
Unframed Lion overprints were issued in Plovdiv on 9
September . and a little later the Framed Lion.  As Bulgaria arranged to annex the province, these
overprinted stamps and stationary were withdrawn, the last official day of use being 27  September
1885. Bulgarian stamps were rushed in and used thereafter.  A few uses of the South Bulgarian
stamps are known after this date, but they are very rare.  

Thus all South Bulgaria cards  were only used for 19 days.  All of  these cards are complet-
ely genuine, as all (or most all) are known genuinely and commercially used.   During 1886 the Great
Powers  allowed South Bulgaria to merge with Bulgaria, over Turkish objections

Unframed Lion Issue
There are two types of Unframed Lions overprints: lions with 4 toes

and 3 toes; only the 3 toed variety is known on the postal cards (fig. 10).  The
1884 stamps were used.  To produce postal cards,  normal unissued cards
were printed — namely the normal card in 20 paras, and all three
message/reply cards (5 paras + 5 paras, 10 paras + 10 paras and 20 paras + 20
paras).  To make this even more complicated for a 19 day issue, the overprints
were done in black and blue ink.  The black overprint is more common (in my
experience), though both are priced similarly in Michel.  Only 20 paras

message/reply card is illustrated, as representative of the entire issue (and it shows the denomination
that was not issued in 1884).

Blue overprint Unframed Lion — on 1884 issue [Michel #, value, description]
10a    5 paras                    violet and light violet
11a  10 paras                    green and light green
12a  20 paras                    rose and light rose 
13a    5 + 5 paras              violet and light violet
14a  10 + 10 paras            green and light green (fig. 11)
15a  20 + 20 paras             rose and light rose 

The overprints on these issues, and all the rest, were hand
stamped, and thus inverted (fig. 12) and double (fig.13)
(one in blue the other in black) are known.
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— on 1881 Issue
One card from the previous 1881 issue is known, 
the 20 para + 20 para message/reply with the black
and the blue overprint The blue one pictured (fig.
14)  is used both ways, proving its correctness. 
Unlisted in Michel but would appear thus: 

15aA  20 +20 paras        black and rose 

  Figure 12                         Figure 13

                                                                            Figure 14 L 
Black overprint Unframed Lion  — on 1884 issue  
[Michel #, value, description]
10b    5 paras             violet and light violet
11b  10 paras          green and light green
12b  20 paras                  rose and light rose (fig. 15)
13b    5 + 5 paras             violet and light violet
14b  10 + 10 paras          green and light green
15b  20 + 20 paras           rose and light rose

7  Figure 15

 — on 1881 Issue
There is also one card from the previous 1881 issue
known with the black overprint.  It is unlisted in
Michel but would appear thus:

15aA  20 +20 paras        black and rose

Framed Lion issue
           This issue comes in two types of overprints (fig. 16).  In type
I, the  first letter in the top left Cyrillic word is a round “O”,  and an
oval “0” in type II.  These are easy to tell apart as the difference is
quite dramatic.  Both the 1881 and 1884 issues were used.  The lists
(below) separate them by stamps issue, but Michel does not; the
same numbers however will be retained.

Type I Round “O”   —   on 1881 Issue  [Michel #, value, description]
18I    20 paras                     black/ rose
22I    20 + 20 paras            black/ rose message/reply 

— on 1884 issue
16I    5 paras             violet/ light violet
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17I  10 paras          green/ light green (fig. 17)   "
19I  20 paras                       rose/ light rose 
20I    5 + 5 paras             violet and light violet 
21I  10 + 10 paras          green and light green
23I  20 + 20 paras            rose and light rose

Type II Oval “0”   — on 1881 Issue
18II  20 paras          black and rose
22II  20 + 20 paras black and rose 

—   on 1884 issue
16II    5 paras             violet and light violet
17II  10 paras          green and light green
19II  20 paras                    rose and light rose 
20II    5 + 5 paras             violet and light violet

21II  10 + 10 paras          green and light green (fig. 18)  "
23II  20 + 20 paras           rose and light rose

A Couple of Interesting Cards
 The cards were issued with the correct
postage on them but sometimes folks would
use them differently than intended and had to
add postage.  This was done by the postal
patron not the Post Office.  In the following
example the card was issued with a 5 paras
Unframed Lion but since needing 10 paras
and additional 5 paras was added, with  a type
I Framed Lion, making an interesting (but not
listable) card (fig. 19)

There are a number of 20 paras rated cards to
foreign countries, including Bulgaria and Turkey,
which were both “foreign”.  Cards sent further than
Europe are extremely rare.  This one is to the USA
and may not be unique, but if not, is nearly so (fig.
20).
Notes:
1. Spas Panchev, Nikola Madzharov, Tomas
Hitzler and Yakup Nakri. Stamps and Postcards
of Eastern Rumelia and South Bulgaria 1878/85
(2013), p.37.       2.  ibid, p.38 3.  ibid, p. 40
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 1878 Stamp Dealer in Istanbul
Greg Todd has sent a copy of a letter which was once in his possession, along with some
attempts at a transliteration. 

Constantinople le 13 fev 1878
Monsieur Otto Böhlen     Berne
Je prends la liberté de vous adresse la presente 
pour vous fair la proposition suivante. 
Je vous offre 250 timbres Poste Locale neufs de
Turquie 1866 – soit  80 de 5 paras bleu et 85 de 20
paras vert et 85 de 40 paras rose. 
Pour que vous m’a..cejiex (?) le 10 cents de
E..ccère (?) usé de plus, pour le 4  cents de Vaud, je
vous offre 150 Poste Locales neuves 1866 – soit  50
de chaque valeur,  aussi que 20 timbres rose de 5
piastre 1864 neufs. 
J’espère que vous avez (?) ces deux timbres et que
vous c.......terey a.... les céder aux ...dite andetures
(?),  dans cette attento (?) Je vous ...... voeux  
cordialeuse.  
Address: Alfred Glavany, Constantinople, Turquie

          The essentials are as follows:
Mr. Glavany (Constantinople) makes an offer to
Mr.  Böhlen of Berne, Switzerland, of some
local city stamps issued back in 1866 and 1864.
For ten (Swiss gold?) centimes, Mr. Glavany
will send: 80 five paras blue stamps, 85 twenty
paras green stamps, and 85 forty  paras rose
stamps, for a total of 250 stamps.
Or, for just four (Swiss gold?) centimes, he will
provide fifty stamps of each of  the above
values, along with twenty copies of a 5 piastre
rose stamp from 1864. 
   Liannos Local Post, blue, rose, green

Which stamps are being offered? The
descriptions certainly refer to the Liannos Local
Post stamps, except for his last batch. No local
post stamps were issued in the value of 5
piastres, so he must be offering regular postage
stamps,  perhaps the 5 piastre crimson Dulos of
January 1865?

     R.  R. 
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Q&A Round-Up –   Carl Catherman <  crcath@dejazzd.com   >
Q. 8.  from David Wilcox appeared in the last (May) issue, and Richard Barnes has provided the
Answer, which appeared in The Circuit, bi-monthly publication of the Int’l. Society of Worldwide Stamp
Collectors (ISWSC).
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                                         M E M B E R         N O T I C E S

Baghdad-Haifa Overland Mail and

Iraq Railway Stamps  1928 - ca. 1942
Advanced research collector is looking for
contacts with other collectors of this area. Will
purchase any kind of items related to these
two specialties. Rainer Fuchs, Am
Burkardstuhl 33, 97267, Himmelstadt,
Germany. < rainer@fuchs-online.com >

Yemen & Persia.  Will purchase philatelic
material from  Yemen up to around 1950:
stamps, covers, postal and official documents,
revenues.  Will also purchase Persia/Iran
covers & ppc's.  Bjorn Sohrn. 
< bjornsohrne@gmail.com >

Navy League Revenues. Will buy      
perforated color essays, color essays,
Immigration (red overprint) and Matches
(black overprint), on documents, etc. Send
description or images to: Rolfe Smith.
<xbow2@mac.com >

WANT LISTS  Filled: Ottoman, Turkish
Republic, & North  Cyprus. Very
reasonable prices. Rolfe Smith, 705 SE Sandia
Drive, Port St. Lucie, Florida. 34983  USA.
<xbow2@mac.com. >

TRADE my Middle East & North Africa
duplicate stamps for yours.  Richard T.
Barnes, 11715 - 123rd St. NW, Edmonton,
Alberta,  T5M 0G8  Canada. 
< rtbarnes@shaw.ca >

Wanted: Russian  perfins.  Even if you have
only one Russian perfin to offer, consider
trading it with me. I have perfins of many
countries for trade, incl. China, Japan, and
UK.  Dick Scheper, Hogeland 1,  2264  JX.
Leidschendam, The Netherlands. 
 < dick.scheper@planet.nl >
=============================

     Awards Received by ONEPS members
                      at BALPEX 2015

Gold
   “Smyrniot” 
–From Smyrna to Izmir: Everyday Life
   + Special Awards: APS Congress Award,
Collectors Club of Chicago Award, ONEPS
Gary Paiste Award, APS  Research Award

  “Levantine”
 – 1st Postal Card of The Ottoman Empire
   + Special Award – UPSS Single Frame

Award

Vermeille
   R. Stuchell – Ottoman Post in the Arab       
    Territories (1840-1918)

Silver
  G. Brown – Lebanon:Town Postmarks         
 During the Early French Mandate
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        THE  OTTOMAN  and  NEAR  EAST  PHILATELIC  SOCIETY

The Society was established in 2000 and is an affiliated organization with the American Philatelic
Society. New members can join by sending a completed application plus appropriate dues to the
Secretary (checks only in $US payable to ONEPS). Applications can be obtained from the Secretary or
downloaded from our website www.oneps.net.                                                                                               
Membership renewals should be sent directly to the Treasurer. Dues are payable by Dec. 15 each year.      
USA, Canada, Mexico  – USD $20.                                                                                                           
UK - £17 to Mr. Michael Fulford, Ruth Cottage, Main Street, East Langton, Leics. LE6 7TW.                 
                                                                                                    < mikefulford@eastlangton.com>
Turkey -   €20 to our Representative in Turkey (see below).                                                                     
All other countries - €20 or $25  to the Treasurer.                                                                                 
Our Treasurer has set up a payment option using Paypal. A fee of $1.50 should be added to take care of
fees. Payments go to  is <oneps@tccincinnati.com.. Members should indicate their name in the "note"
area and mention that the payment is for ONEPS dues.  
ONEPS now has a eBay account, which is another avenue for membership.   Subscription to The Levant 
is included in the cost of membership. Members who join in mid-year pay the annual dues and receive all
issues of  The Levant  plus any special issues for the calendar year. Changes of address, email, etc. are to

be sent to the Secretary.            SOCIETY  OFFICERS  
                                        Elected Officers
PRESIDENT VICE-PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Robert Stuchell     Yavuz Corapcioglu Rolfe Smith Marwan Nusair
193 Valley Stream Ln       P.O. Box 1103       705 SE Sandia Drive P.O. Box 498788
Wayne, PA 19087         Germantown, MD 20875        Port St. Lucie, FL 34983   Cincinnati, Ohio 45249   
 (610) 251-2244         (772) 240-8937                (513) 289-6337          hejaz@tccincinnati.com
rstuchell@msn.com ycorapcioglu@gmail.com        xbow2@mac.com       

                                           Appointments
JOURNAL EDITOR   QUESTIONS & ANSWERS WEBMASTER REPRESENTATIVE 
Richard Rose       Carl Catherman Marisa Galitz          IN TURKEY
511 Dwight Place       906 Market Street  mgalitz@aol.com       Mahmut Emirmahmutoglu
Berkeley, CA   94704       Mifflinburg, PA 17844                          Papatyali sk.42/4
(210) 464-7122         (570) 966-6236 Ciftehavuzlar,Kadikoy 34728, Istanbul, Turkey
zygomate@att.net    crcath@dejazzd.com                                        europhila@yahoo.com

The Levant is published three times a year and mailed at First Class Rates in the USA and Canada, and at
Airmail Rates to Overseas members. Advertising Policy: Members are allowed free ads in The Levant’s
classified section. Formal advertisements and notices are charged $100 for a full page, $50 for a half-
page, $30 for a quarter page. Camera-ready material is required.  ONEPS  reserves the right to reject
and/or limit advertisements. Articles appearing in The Levant  may be reprinted with the approval of the
Editor, unless personal copyright by the author is claimed.  Back issues can be obtained from the Editor
for $1.50 each, plus postage.
Articles, Letters, Reviews, Announcements, Questions, and Information related to any aspect of
Ottoman, Turkish, and Near East philately should be sent to the Journal Editor, Dr. Richard Rose. The
next issue will appear only when YOU write up something about your collecting interests, or encourage
another collector to do so. We also reprint articles, so please bring to the Editor’s attention any article
which has appeared in another journal or magazine (permission will be sought).

The Internet   ----   Log on to our Society ONEPS Web page <www.oneps.net> and find links to The
Oriental Philatelic Association of London (OPAL), Die Arbeitsgemeinschaft Osmanisches Reich/Türkei
(AROS), and Tughra Net, the online link among collectors.
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    ISTANBUL PHILATELICS        Richard Rose

Your editor visited Istanbul for two weeks in April-May
of this year.  Among the unending stream of historical and color-
ful sites offered by the city, my wife and I were able to visit the
Postal Museum, adjacent to the Main Post Office.  This Museum,
on three floors, is dedicated to the early telephone and telegraph
equipment used in Turkey, postal boxes, uniforms, and such.
There was also a very nice collection of cancellers (the hand-held
date stampers applied to cancel postage stamps), telegram
cancellers (from 1897), military cancellers (1914-1918), portable
cancellers (1892-1931). Perforation machines were also on dis-
play, and stamp designs and proofs (maybe a dozen) from 1910
on to today, as well as an array of new stamp issues in booklets

and sheets, from 1990. This had once been Turkey’s only postal museum, but recently a new Mu-
seum opened in Ankara, and it is to there than the early philatelic material (stamps from the 1860s
on) has been moved, as evidenced by the many empty frames here.   No photography of any kind
was allowed, and passports were required for entry. 

We also dropped in on a meeting of the Istanbul Stamp Club at 
# 4, Safak Street. This narrow building is home to Isfila, the Turkish
stamp catalog firm, on the 2ndfloor, Burak Auctions on the 3rd floor, and
the Philatelic Club on the top 4th  floor.  

As  we opened the door to enter the club meeting, an auction was
in progress, with about 14 gentlemen seated alongside a long table, at
the top of which the presider was passing down lots for sale, to be
viewed by those around the table and passed back. 

Afterwards, we visited
Burak Auctions, and found
Mr. Yasar Temil presiding
over the photographing of lots for the next auction. Mr.
Temil was extremely courteous, cleared a bit of space at
his desk (where ashtrays competed with piles of papers)
and  called upon his colleague to fix us some tea. He
heaped catalogs – past and future – upon me, and I did
pick up my winning lot
from the table strewn
with lots from the pre-
vious auction. 

It so happens
that three narrow  blocks of Safak St, are home to the showrooms
of the city’s fabric and design houses. Despite the light rain, we
gawked at the brightly-lit showrooms disgorging bales and tubes of
shimmering colorful fabrics, dressed mannequins, and artistic wa-
terfalls of the stuff.  It was the end of a workday, and there were
pyramids of fabric swatches and samples discarded along the curb,
a colorful tribute to a colorful City.
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Heinrich-Köhler
Auction No. 361

SEPTEMBER 22 - 26,  2015
www.heinrich-koehler.de/en/home/

  Cameroon & Togo - The "Waldersee" Collection, part II
  BALTICA  Estonia, Latvia & Lithuania 1918-41 - 

The Collection of Dr. Hubert Schrödinger
   Gibraltar, The Archive of the 'Gibraltar Philatelic Bureau'

1993-2009
   Ottoman Empire, Cancellations & Postal History -

”The Imperial Collection“
    Persia, including Part II of the Tony Zonneveld Collection 

Minutes of Annual Meeting, continued ....
The following suggestions and comments were
made: All members will need a password.  Mem-
bers should receive an email advising when a new
journal is available.  Club dues should be changed
to reflect two levels of membership: 1) Hard copy
plus digital – same as now; 2) Digital only - $5 less. 
We should permanently post two or three back
issues on our website so newcomers can see what
our journal is like. No password required for these.
Longer term, we could have all back issues scanned
and the archive made available to members only.
This can be done for a fee, maybe around $500. 
 Treasurer’s Report – Marwan Nusair: As of 8/7/15
we have a bank balance of $12, 233.54. Finances
are basically steady as expenses, about $2700/yr.,
are balanced by $2600/yr. income. Three dozen

members are using Paypal for dues payment. Dues in Turkey are collected by Mahmut
Emirmahmutoglu, our Turkish  representative, and Mike Fulford  assists in the UK when needed.
Secretary’s Report – Rolfe Smith: We have 114 paid members, down from 120 last year ( and down
from 131 in 2010 ). About 70% are in the U.S. We are all encouraged to solicit new members when-
ever possible.
Next Annual Meeting Location – Our 2016 annual meeting will be on Sun. May 29 from 2 – 4PM at
the New York international show which runs from May 28 – June 4, 2016. We will try to schedule
an ONEPS Dutch Treat dinner on Sunday after the AGM. Our alternate date is Monday May 30. We
expect international visitors and should have attendance in the 25-35 range.

Full show information is online at   www.ny2016.org.  I am co-ordinating plans for our Society’s

presence at this Show so if you plan to attend  or exhibit, please contact me. 

             Bob Stuchell

            rstuchell@msn.com
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